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UK labour market concentration; regional export strength

High tech manufacturing employees; local jobs heatmap    

          

Source: 2011 Census, Residence based  employee job sector data
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UK labour market concentration; regional export strength

High tech manufacturing employees    Technology services employees

          
Local employment footprint: Autos     

Sources: Markit, Bank of England

Falling average input prices      Sterling down from multi-year high   

Source: 2011 Census, Residence based  employee job sector data
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Digital economy pervasiveness: technology services enterprise footprints

Sources: Markit, based on ONS data

Enterprise counts suggest the digital economy  
is becoming more widespread across UK regions 
•Traditional job mapping only tells part of story; prevalence  
of tech is about ecosystems not just large employers  

•Enterprise counts show tech start-up clusters spread 
across every UK region 

Source: 2014, KPMG/Markit Tech Monitor UK
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Digital economy pervasiveness: scale of UK tech services sector

Sources: Markit, based on ONS data

• UK tech sector has experienced triple the rate of job creation (+22%) seen across the UK economy as a 

whole (+7%) since the post-recession low in 2010  

• Markit estimate that the UK tech sector directly accounts for at least one million jobs (+180k since 2010)

Why does it matter?
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Who? Markit Economics compile monthly economic 
indicators around the world 

What? The Purchasing Managers’ Indices (PMIs) 
 
‘Best single measure of global economic activity in real time’ 
Bank of England  

Why? PMIs allow policymakers to ‘nowcast’ economic 
conditions rather than steer via rear view mirror. 

Accurate and timely; released in advance of comparable 
official economic data 

What about the economy as a whole? - Introduction to Markit’s PMI surveys

22,000 
Companies 
surveyed by 
Markit every 
month 

+30 
Countries 
covered 

82% 
Proportion of 
global GDP 
covered by 
PMI surveys 
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PMI timeliness

January 1, 2009 
Eurozone PMI falls to unprecedented low

Early release of PMI data provides critical advantage 

•PMI was first indicator to warn of the extent to which financial crisis was hitting the real economy 

EZ, PMI Output Index           EZ, Eurostat Output, 3m/3m chg
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PMI timeliness

January 1, 2009 
Eurozone PMI falls to unprecedented low

October 1, 2014 
Official data catches up with PMI

Early release of PMI data provides critical advantage 

•PMI was first indicator to warn of the extent to which financial crisis was hitting the real economy 

EZ, PMI Output Index           EZ, Eurostat Output, 3m/3m chg EZ, PMI Output Index           EZ, Eurostat Output, 3m/3m chg
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Midlands economic overview

Fast forward to 2015: what’s the global picture?
• Annual global GDP growth hovering around 2%, according to Markit’s PMI surveys (Q2 2015) 

• Developed markets are doing the heavy lifting; emerging markets stumbling into mid-year  

• Sustained global PMI recovery in 2015 masks diverging national trends

     Global PMI and economic growth   
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Midlands economic overview

Cyclical trends; Eurozone nations 
dominate manufacturing rankings
• Ireland, Spain, the Netherlands and Italy all 

feature in the top five; export driven 

• Eastern European economies such as the 
Czech Republic and Poland are also 
benefitting from the euro area’s revival  

• The US and UK have moved down the 
rankings, hit by stronger currencies 

  

• Emerging markets are struggling for 
momentum (vs. post-crisis highs) 

Sources: Markit, CIPS, NEVI, HSBC, BME, Bank Austria, Investec, RBC, AERCE, ADACI, HPI

— Midlands Manufacturing PMI: 51.7
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Midlands economic overview

Midlands economy still in recovery mode, but growth has slowed

          
Midlands output growth:          Midlands employment trends

• Midlands private sector output growth eased to a two-year low in May 

• Industrial sector not immune; manufacturing feeling the pinch from stronger £ and BRIC slowdown 

• Manufacturing was the driving force behind regional outperformance  from 2010 

Midlands regional growth       Manufacturing sector losing momentum 
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Midlands economic overview

Weaker growth seen across most UK regions so far in Q2 2015

          
Midlands output growth:          Midlands employment trends

• Vast majority of English regions experienced a growth slowdown in May 

• External demand conditions a core concern; GBP at multi-year highs vs. euro, BRIC slowdown 

• Policy implication? Chance of any imminent interest rate hike has been killed off 

UK economic growth (GDP v PMI)     Midlands regional growth context
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Midlands economic overview

Pillars of support; labour market trends and low inflation provide optimism

          
Local employment footprint: Autos     

• Staff hiring is holding up well across the Midlands; long-term confidence 

• Consumer confidence rising; improved job security and low inflation

Midlands job creation remains historically high      Consumer confidence rising; improved job security
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Midlands economic overview

What does this all mean for the rest of the year? 

          
Local employment footprint: Autos     

•UK GDP growth forecasts likely to be revised down 

•Imminent interest rate hike seems off the cards 

•Labour market forecasts to remain positive 

•Inflation expected to remain close to record lows 

Source: HM Treasury

— UK labour market 

keeps surprising 

on the upside 

— UK inflation forecasts have 

been revised down 
— Optimism regarding UK GDP 

growth in 2015 has peaked
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